Here Comes a Sneeze

Kim Lytton

Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a tis-sue
Here comes a cough (cough) Here comes a sneeze (a choo) I'm gonna catch it in a my el-bow
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